For a random matrix following a Wishart distribution, we derive formulas for the expectation and the covariance matrix of compound matrices. The compound matrix of order m is populated by all m × m-minors of the Wishart matrix. Our results permit to obtain first and second moments of the minors of the sample covariance matrix for multivariate normal observations. This work is motivated by the fact that such minors arise as constraints on the covariance matrix of distributions in classic models from multivariate statistics, including factor analysis.
Introduction
Consider the covariance matrix Σ ∈ R r×r of a multivariate normal distribution in a factor analysis model with one factor. Such a covariance matrix can be written as Σ = ∆ + λλ t ∈ R r×r , where ∆ ∈ R r×r is diagonal, and λ is a (column) vector in R r . Assume that r ≥ 4 such that we can choose two disjoint index sets {i, j} and {k, ℓ}. Then it is well-known (Spearman, 1927) that the minor det(Σ {ij}×{kℓ} ) must vanish, det(Σ {ij}×{kℓ} ) = σ ik σ jℓ − σ iℓ σ jk = (λ i λ k )(λ j λ ℓ ) − (λ i λ ℓ )(λ j λ k ) = 0.
The 2 × 2-minor σ ik σ jℓ − σ iℓ σ jk is known as a tetrad. Since {i, j} ∩ {k, ℓ} = ∅, the tetrad does not involve any diagonal elements of Σ. We call a minor with this property an off-diagonal minor of Σ. Presented with data, the vanishing of the tetrad in (1) can be tested. Rejection of this hypothesis would imply that the factor analysis model with one factor is inappropriate for the data. Thus, testing for vanishing of the tetrad yields a simple test for evaluating one aspect of the fit of a one-factor analysis model. Considering several different tetrads provides a more holistic picture of the model's goodness-of-fit. Spearman's original work on factor analysis relied heavily on the idea of testing vanishing of tetrads, but the approach constitutes a useful tool also in modern days; see for example Bollen and Ting In this paper we study the expectation and variance-covariance structure of minors of a Wishart matrix S ∼ W r (n, Σ). We begin our investigation by turning to a standard Wishart matrix W ∼ W r (n, I r ). Simple invariance arguments based on ideas from Olkin and Rubin (1962) permit to learn much about the standard case; in this context compare also Casalis and Letac (1996) .
Let O(r) be the group of orthogonal matrices in R r×r , that is, G ∈ O(r) if GG T = I r .
Definition 2.1. The distribution of a symmetric random matrix V ∈ R r×r is orthogonally invariant, if for all G ∈ O(r), the distribution of GV G T is identical to the distribution of V .
When transforming a Wishart matrix S ∼ W r (m, Σ) using a matrix G, the distribution changes to GSG T ∼ W r (n, GΣG T ). Hence, the standard Wishart distribution W r (n, I r ) is orthogonally invariant. However, other distributions exhibit such invariance. For example, if Y is a random matrix whose columns are random vectors drawn from a spherical distribution (Muirhead, 1982, §1.5) , then Y Y T has a distribution that is orthogonally invariant. Specific examples of distributions arising in this way include the multivariate Beta-and the Inverse-Wishart distribution with the identity as scale parameter matrix; see e.g. Muirhead (1982) for the definition of these distributions.
The objects of our study are minors det(W I×J ) or det(S I×J ) that are specified by two subsets I, J ⊂ [r] = {1, . . . , r} of equal cardinality |I| = |J| = m. We introduce the notation
Proposition 2.2. Let I, J ∈ r m . If the distribution of the symmetric random matrix V ∈ R r×r is orthogonally invariant, then
Proof. We extend the proof of Olkin and Rubin (1962, Lemma 1) , which treats the case m = 1, in which the minors reduce to individual entries of V . Let I, J ∈ r m be two distinct subsets. Choose j ∈ J \ I, let D j ∈ O(r) be the diagonal matrix which is entry-wise equal to the identity matrix except for entry (j, j) which is equal to minus one. The matrix D j V D T j differs from V in that all off-diagonal entries of the j-th row and column have been negated. Since
Since |I| = |J|, we can find a permutation that maps the indices in I to those in J. Let P = P IJ ∈ O(r) be the matrix representing this permutation. Then, (P V P T ) I×I = V J×J , and
The invariance approach can also be used to determine the structure of the second moments. Let I △ J = (J \ I) ∪ (I \ J) denote the symmetric difference of two sets. Proposition 2.3. Let I, J, K, L ∈ r m , and let the distribution of the symmetric random matrix V ∈ R r×r be orthogonally invariant.
Moreover, under any permutation σ ∈ S r of the indices in [r] ,
Proof. Again we extend the ideas in Olkin and Rubin (1962, Lemma 1) .
We can assume without loss of generality that there exists an index j ∈ (I △ J) \ (K △ L). Let D j be the diagonal matrix defined in the proof of Proposition 2.2. Recall that the action of D j negates the j-th row and column in V . By choice of j ∈ I △ J, it holds that
Using orthogonal invariance of the distribution of V , we can deduce that
The second claim is immediate from the assumed orthogonal invariance for V .
Choleski-decomposition of a standard Wishart matrix
The invariance arguments presented in Section 2 determine the first and second moments of minors of random matrices with orthogonally invariant distribution only up to constants. In this section we use the Choleski-decomposition to determine these constants for the standard Wishart distribution. In the Wishart-context, the Choleski-decomposition is also known as Bartlett decomposition (Bartlett, 1933) , and the non-trivial elements of the Choleski-factor are often called rectangular coordinates (Mahalanobis et al., 1937) .
Lemma 3.1 (Muirhead, 1982, Thm. 3.2.14) . Let W ∼ W r (n, I r ) have a standard Wishart distribution. Let T = (t ij ) ∈ R r×r be lower-triangular with positive entries such that W = T T T . Then the non-trivial entries t ij , i ≥ j, are independent random variables distributed as t 2 ii ∼ χ 2 n−i+1 for i = 1, . . . , r, and t ij ∼ N (0, 1) for 1 ≤ j < i ≤ r.
, we obtain the following corollary to Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 3.1.
otherwise.
The Choleski-decomposition W = T T T of a standard Wishart matrix W ∼ W r (n, I r ) reveals additional information. In the sequel assume that T is of full rank, which occurs with probability one.
Lemma 3.3. Let c ∈ {0, . . . , m} be an integer such that there exits a subsetJ ⊂ {m + 1, . . . , r} of cardinality |J | = m − c. Then
we obtain that
Clearly, det(
ii such that we are left with studying the second factor on the right hand side of equation (2).
be the submatrix comprising all rows of T with index in D. Then we can write
represents the orthogonal projection on the kernel of the matrix T [c] . Since T is lower-diagonal and assumed to have non-zero diagonal elements, and [c] collects the first c indices, we have that ker(T [c] ) = {0} c × R r−c , which means that the considered projection replaces the first c entries of a vector in R r by zeros. Therefore,
The latter determinant can be evaluated using the Cauchy-Binet theorem (see Aitken, 1956, Chap. V, or Marshall and Olkin, 1979, p. 503) , which yields that
The second equality in (3) holds because if D =Ī = {c+1, . . . , m}, then the matrix TĪ ×D contains a column entirely zero and thus det(TĪ ×D ) = 0. Since TĪ ×Ī is a lower-triangular matrix, our claim follows from det(TĪ ×Ī ) = m j=c+1 t jj .
From Lemma 3.3 we can deduce the second moment of a minor det(W I×J ).
where W 1 , . . . , W m are independent random variables distributed as W i ∼ χ 2 n−i+1 , and
is a random matrix of independent N (0, 1) random variables that are also independent of (W 1 , . . . , W m ). In particular,
Proof. By orthogonal invariance of the standard Wishart distribution, we can permute rows and columns of W such that I = [m] and J = [c] ∪ {m + 1, . . . , 2m − c}. Thus the claim about the distribution of det(W I×J ) follows from Lemma 3.3 and 3.1. For the derivation of the second moment, recall that E[χ 2 n ] = n and E[(χ 2 n ) 2 ] = n(n + 2). Let S h be the group of permutations of [h] . Then
which yields the claimed formula. The variance is obtained using Corollary 3.2.
Example 3.5. If m = 2 and r ≥ 4, then up to permutation there are three cases for the second moment of a minor det(W I×J ), which differ according to the cardinality of I ∩ J. Picking one representative from each one of the three classes, we have
The associated variances are
We next turn to second moments of the form E[det(W I×J ) det(W K×L )] with (I, J) = (K, L). Recall that, by Proposition 2.3, this expectation is non-zero only if I△J = K△L. In contrast to previous results, it now matters in which order the elements of I, J, K, and L are listed when forming the submatrices W I×J and W K×L . Different orderings may lead to different signs. For example,
In the following theorem, we adopt the convention that submatrices are formed by listing rows and columns according to a total order of the index sets [r] that achieves certain order relationships across the sets I, J, K, L. We write A < B if all elements of the index set A ⊂ [r] are smaller than the elements of B ⊂ [r], or if A or B is the empty set.
Moreover, assume that the indices in I, J, K and L are listed according to a total order in [r] under which
Under these conventions it holds that if
Theorem 3.6 yields for example that
However, it does not yield directly the value of E[det(W 12×14 ) det(W 23×34 )] in (4). Instead, we can obtain that
Hence, by (4), we find
Example 3.7. If m = 2 and r ≥ 4, then up to permutation and sign change there are four cases for the expected value of det(W I×J ) det(W K×L ) that are not already covered in Example 3.5. Selecting one representative from each one of the four classes, we have
The associated covariances are
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.6, in which we can assume that r = max(
which means that, as should be the case, the formula in Theorem 3.6 is not changed if the order of (I, J) and (K, L) is reversed.
where
, and
Proof. The claim follows from the fact that
in conjunction with the independence of W C×C andW (compare Lemma 5.2 below).
Since Theorem 3.4 permits to evaluate the term E[det(W C×C ) 2 ] appearing in Lemma 3.8, the proof of Theorem 3.6 is complete if the following Lemma is established. 
where c = |I ∩ J| = |K ∩ L| and p = |Ī ∩K| = |J ∩L|.
Proof. First, we emphasize thatĪ
and |Ī| = |J| = |K| = |L| = m − c. Defining q = |Ī ∩L| = |J ∩K|, it also holds that
Moreover, since |Ī ∩K| + |J ∩K| = |K| = m − c, we have that 
These index choices are depicted in Figure 1 , which helps visualize some of the arguments presented in this proof. As another convention, we enumerate the elements of the sets K and L as K = {k 1 , . . . , k m } and L = {ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ m }, respectively, while choosing
Let W = T T T be the Choleski-decomposition of W whose Choleski-factor T = (t ij ) is lower-triangular with positive diagonal elements. By Lemma 3.3,
While det(W I×J ) has the simple representation in (5), this is not the case for det(W K×L ). However, since we are interested in the expectation of det(W I×J ) det(W K×L ) some simplification is possible based on the following fact. Since t ij , i > j, are independent N (0, 1) random variables, if (α ij | 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ r) contains an entry α ij that is odd and such that i > j, then
Let f, g ∈ R[t ij | i ≥ j] be two polynomial expressions in the random variables t ij . Then
We claim that
For a contradiction, fix H and σ, and assume that τ is such that there exists a ∈ [c] for which σ(a) = τ (a). Then h σ(a) = k a or h τ (a) = k a . Without loss of generality, assume that h σ(a) = k a . If h σ(a) > k a then t kah σ(a) = 0 because T is lower-triangular. If h σ(a) < k a then t kah σ(a) appears linearly, i.e. power one, in the monomial
Therefore, only monomials m a=1 t kah σ(a) t ℓah τ (a) appearing in f 1 may contribute to the expected value of det(W I×J ) det(W K×L ).
We can rewrite (8) as
Therefore,
We have thus shown that
We next claim that the expectation of the right hand side of (9) does not change when dropping all terms associated with pairs (H, σ) for which {h σ(c+1) , . . . , h σ(m) } =Ī. To see this, choose b ∈ {c+1, . . . , m} for which h σ(b) ∈ {h σ(c+1) , . . . , h σ(m) }\Ī. Now consider three cases. First, if h σ(b) ∈ (K ∩ L)∪(J ∩L), then h σ(b) > k b ∈K, and it follows that t k b h σ(b) = 0, which leads to the vanishing of the term associated with H and σ. Second, if h σ(b) ∈J ∩K, then every non-zero term in the expansion of det(T L×[h σ(c+1) ,...,h σ(m) ] ) involves an off-diagonal element of T that does not appear in det(TJ ×Ī ). Hence, every monomial of the term associated with (H, σ) features an off-diagonal element of T raised to the power one. Therefore, by (6), the term associated with (H, σ) has expectation zero. The third case in which h σ(b) ∈ I ∩ J is similar to the second case just discussed.
The claim just verified allows us to rewrite (9) as (10) where ν σ is the permutation ofĪ = {c + 1, . . . , m} that arranges h σ(c+1) , . . . , h σ(m) in increasing order, i.e.
We now argue that the expectation of the right hand side of (10) does not change when replacing det(TL ×Ī ) by 
In fact, we find (11) from the Laplace expansion along the diagonal t ℓℓ , ℓ ∈L ∩Ī, for which det(T (J∩L)×(Ī×K) ) serves as a cofactor. Every term in det(TL ×Ī ) that does not appear in (11) involves an off-diagonal entry in T of the form t ab with a ∈L ∩Ī and b ∈Ī, a > b. Such t ab , however, does not appear in det(TJ ×Ī ) since clearly a < min(J). Now, an appeal to (6) closes the argument. Next, recall that k b ∈Ī ∩K if b ∈ {c + 1, . . . , c + p}. Hence, if b ∈ {c + 1, . . . , c + p} but h σ(b) = k b , then the term t k b ,h σ(b) does not appear in det(TJ ×Ī ). In other words, a term in (10) based on (H, σ) with h σ(b) = k b has zero expectation by (6). Combining this observation with the replacement in (11), we define (12) for which it holds that that
In our next simplification, we claim that if we replace det(TJ ×Ī ) in f 2 by
then the expectation of f 2 does not change. This follows from (6) because every term in the expansion of det(TJ ×Ī ) that does not appear in (13) involves some t ab with a ∈J ∩L and b ∈Ī ∩L, and such t ab appears neither in det(T (J ∩L)×(Ī∩K) ) nor in
Recall that in f 2 , r m is such thatĪ ⊆ H and h σ({c+1,...,m}) =Ī and therefore
Using (13) and the fact that for b ∈ {c
. . .
In the simplification from (12) to (15) we replaced the two sums over H and σ by the sums over h 1 , . . . , h c . This is possible because of (14) and because by choosing appropriate H and σ, h σ(a) can take on any value in [k a ] \Ī while respecting that all h σ(a) , a ∈ [c], must be different. In the simplification from (12) to (15) we also replaced the permutation ν σ by a new permutation µ. For this step, recall that ν σ in (12) is the permutation that brings h σ(c+1) , . . . , h σ(m) in increasing order with h σ(c+1) = k c+1 < h σ(c+2) = k c+2 < . . . < h σ(c+p) = k c+p which implies that ν σ (j) = j for all j ∈ {c + 1, . . . , c + p}, which in turn implies that the sign of ν σ is equal to the sign of ν σ | {c+p+1,...,m} . The latter restriction is simply denoted by µ in (15). Noting that k b ∈J ∩K if b ∈ {c + p + 1, . . . , m}, we see that
Thus, we have shown that
Since t 2 ii ∼ χ 2 n−i+1 , and moreover, 
Compounds of Wishart matrices
Consider a general Wishart matrix S ∼ W r (n, Σ), and let Σ 1/2 ∈ R r×r be a square root of Σ ∈ R r×r . In other words, Σ 1/2 (Σ 1/2 ) T = Σ. Then
In order to use this result to transfer our previous results about standard Wishart matrices to results about general Wishart matrices, we consider compound matrices. For a matrix A ∈ R r×r and an integer m ∈ [r], the m-th compound of A is the matrix
that is populated with all m × m-minors of A (Aitken, 1956, Chap. V) . If m = 0, we set A (0) = 1 ∈ R. The reason why compounds allow us to use (17) to make the transfer from standard to general Wishart matrices is the Cauchy-Binet theorem, which yields that a product of compounds is the compound of the product,
The first block is indexed by the six pairs (I, I), I ∈ r m , involves the principal minors and takes on the form
12, 12 13, 13 14, 14 23, 23 24, 24 34, 34
where f 1 = 2n(2n + 1)(n − 1), and f 4 = 2n(n − 1) 2 ; compare Examples 3.5 and 3.7. Next, we have a series of six blocks of size 2 × 2, each involving two pairs (I, J) and (K, L) for which I △ J = K △ L and |I ∩ J| = 1, or equivalently, |I △ J| = 2. Two representatives of these six blocks are 12, 13 24, 34 f 2 f 5 f 2 and 12, 14 23, 34
with f 2 = n(n + 2)(n − 1) and f 5 = n(n − 1) 2 . The last block is obtained for the pairs (I, J) with I, J disjoint, or equivalently, I △ J = [r] = {1, 2, 3, 4}. It takes the form   12, 34 13, 24 14, 23
with f 3 = 2n(n − 1) and f 6 = n(n − 1).
Variances of minors
The results from Sections 2-4 give the entire covariance matrix of the compound S (m) , but due to the involved square roots Σ 1/2 the structure of the individual entries of Cov[S (m) ] is not transparent. In this section, we show that explicit formulas can be given for the variances of the minors of a general Wishart matrix S ∼ W r (n, Σ). We begin by reviewing the well-known formula for the variance of a principal minor.
Proof. Apply (17) with the submatrix S I×I replacing the full Wishart matrix S to obtain that
which in conjunction with Theorem 3.4 yields the claim.
Next, we derive an explicit formula for the variance of off-diagonal minors of a general Wishart matrix S ∼ W r (n, Σ). From this formula and Proposition 5.1, a formula for the variance of arbitrary minors of S is obtained in Theorem 5.7.
Let I, J ∈ r m be two disjoint subsets. Then the minor det(S I×J ) is off-diagonal in that it does not involve any diagonal elements of S. Let S IJ×IJ and Σ IJ×IJ be the (I ∪ J) × (I ∪ J)-submatrix of S and Σ, respectively. We partition these 2m × 2m-submatrices into four m × m-submatrices as
where we adopt the shorthand notation S I×I = S II , S I×J = S IJ , etc. Let
JJ Σ JI . Our line of attack in computing the variance of the off-diagonal minor det(S I×J ) = det(S IJ ) is to employ the decomposition
The following well-known Lemma is central to this conditioning approach.
Lemma 5.2 (Muirhead, 1982, Thm. 3.2.10) .
, and the random matrix S II.J is independent of (S IJ , S JJ ). Finally, the conditional distribution of S IJ given S JJ is normal (column-wise vectorization) ,
Lemma 5.3. For the first term in the sum on the right hand side of (19), it holds that
Proof. By (21) in Lemma 5.2,
Now the claim follows from Proposition 5.1.
Lemma 5.4. For the second term in the sum on the right hand side of (19), it holds that
.
Proof. First note that
It follows from (22) are independent normal random variables with variance one, albeit these entries are not identically distributed as their means may differ in arbitrary fashion.
We are led to the problem of computing Var[det(X)], where the matrix X ∈ R m×m is distributed according to the multivariate normal distribution
Lemma A.1 solves this problem, and from (23) we find
Let
JJ . Using the facts that
we can rewrite
Taking up (24) we get
The distribution of W (k)
JJ · det(W JJ ) has the invariance property that for G ∈ O(m),
It follows, analogously to Proposition 2.2, that the expectation E W (k)
JJ · det(W JJ ) is a diagonal matrix. In analogy to the derivation of Theorem 3.4, it holds in fact that
The claim now follows from (25).
Combining the two parts of (19) determined in Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 yields the following formula. 
Corollary 5.6 (Wishart, 1928) . In the special case m = 2, in which the off-diagonal minor det(S I×J ) = det(S IJ ) is known as tetrad, it holds that
Proof. The claim follows from Proposition 5.5, and the fact that if m = 2 then tr(Σ Proof. DefineS in analogy toΣ. Then we can decompose the minor as det(S I×J ) = det(S C×C ) det(SĪ ×J ). Thus the claim follows from Propositions 5.1 and 5.5, and the independence of S C×C andSĪ ×J (Lemma 5.2).
Conclusion
In this paper we studied first and second moments of minors of a Wishart matrix, relying fundamentally on the properties of compound matrices. Theorem 4.1 gives the expected value of a compound of a Wishart matrix, while the covariance matrix can be determined by combining Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 4.2. We obtained these results by building on the Cauchy-Binet theorem, which enabled us to reduce the problem from an arbitrary Wishart distribution to a standard Wishart distribution with the identity as the scale parameter matrix. For the standard Wishart distribution, we extended classic invariance arguments due to Olkin and Rubin (1962) to the case of compounds, which yielded the moments up to certain constants. Using the Choleski-decomposition of a standard Wishart matrix, we found simple formulas for the desired constants. The reduction step from general to standard Wishart distribution involved a square root matrix Σ 1/2 for the scale parameter matrix Σ = Σ 1/2 (Σ 1/2 ) T . As shown in Theorem 5.7, however, the variances of minors of general Wishart matrices can be expressed without reference to such square roots. Our results greatly generalize a classic result of Wishart (1928) about the variance of off-diagonal 2 × 2-minors known as tetrads; see Corollary 5.6. As detailed in the introduction, tetrads have been applied to test goodness-of-fit of one-factor analysis and other Gaussian models with hidden variables. We believe that our results may help improve tetrad-based procedures as they provide for the first time the full (finite sample) covariance matrix for a vector of several tetrads. Moreover, Gaussian hidden variable models may constrain covariance matrices by requiring higher-order minors to vanish; see Drton et al. (2005) . We thus hope that the results in this paper will stimulate further development of goodness-of-fit tests based on testing for vanishing of minors of covariance matrices.
